Stable isotope dilution techniques for assessing vitamin A status and bioefficacy of provitamin A carotenoids in humans
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Abstract

Vitamin A deficiency is a major global public health problem. Among the variety of techniques that are available for assessing human vitamin A status, evaluating the provitamin A nutritional values of foodstuffs and estimating human vitamin A requirements, isotope dilution provides the most accurate estimates. Although the relative expense of isotope dilution restricts its applications, it has an important function as the standard of reference for other techniques. Mathematical modelling plays an indispensable role in the interpretation of isotope dilution data. This review summarises recent applications of stable isotope methodology to determine human vitamin A status, estimate human vitamin A requirements, and calculate the bioconversion and bioefficacy of food carotenoids.
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Vitamin A deficiency is a major public health problem in many parts of the world: over 131 million children of preschool age are vitamin A-deficient, and 4.4 million preschool children are afflicted with xerophthalmia1. Vitamin A is obtained from the diet as provitamin A carotenoids from fruit and vegetables, or as pre-formed retinyl esters from liver, eggs, dairy products or fortified foods. Vitamin A in excess of immediate requirements is stored as retinyl esters predominantly in the liver, although other tissues contain some stores. Vitamin A is released from the liver as retinol and transported in plasma by retinol-binding protein. The plasma concentration of retinol in the nutritionally adequate individual is tightly regulated by homeostatic mechanisms. Mathematical modelling (see below) indicates that vitamin A is extensively recirculated from extrahepatic tissues to the liver, and this system of storage and recirculation elegantly accommodates excesses of a potentially toxic nutrient while ensuring adequate amounts of retinol to all tissues during dietary insufficiency.

Human vitamin A status can be assessed by a variety of approaches: estimates of dietary intake; physiological indicators (night blindness); clinical signs (Bitot’s spots, corneal damage); and biochemical indicators (plasma retinol concentration, liver vitamin A concentration, relative dose response (RDR), modified relative dose response (MRDR) and isotope dilution) (Table 1). Descriptive summaries of these techniques have been given by van Agtmaal et al.2 and Tanumihardjo3. There are difficulties with the application and interpretation of each of these methods. Estimates of dietary intake are susceptible to the problems of estimating types and quantities of food consumed. Night blindness is a response to pronounced vitamin A deficiency; clinical signs may be due to other causes (i.e. lack specificity). Indicators using serum retinol concentrations have limitations because of the homeostatic control of serum retinol; and infection is known to depress serum retinol concentrations. Liver vitamin A concentrations can be obtained from autopsy specimens but are seldom available from living subjects. The one technique that potentially can give the most information about vitamin A status with least risk to the subject is isotope dilution. This approach was first applied by Rietz et al.4 and further developed by Rietz et al.5 and Hughes et al.6. Various experiments using isotope dilution in animals and in humans were summarised by Bausch and Rietz7. Here we review studies that have developed, validated and applied
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Technical requirements</th>
<th>Relative cost</th>
<th>Best application</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Further needs to enable application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative dose response (RDR)</td>
<td>Two blood samples; HPLC</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Screening, status categories, change in status</td>
<td>Two blood samples required; only detects low status</td>
<td>Comparisons with other techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified relative dose response (MRDR)</td>
<td>3,4-Didehydroretinol; HPLC</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Screening, status categories, change in status</td>
<td>Not specifically quantitative</td>
<td>Comparisons with other techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional isotope dilution (20- to 28-day)</td>
<td>Labelled vitamin A; HPLC and GC/MS</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>Total exchangeable body pool of vitamin A</td>
<td>Questionable precision at higher body stores; susceptible to loss of tracer during ‘equilibration’ period</td>
<td>Further development of prediction equation; verification in different age groups, pregnancy and lactation, ethnic groups; determination of effect of infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-day Isotope dilution</td>
<td>Labelled vitamin A; HPLC and GC/MS</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>Total exchangeable body pool of vitamin A</td>
<td>Not yet developed for a single blood sample</td>
<td>Further development of prediction equation; verification in different age groups, pregnancy and lactation, ethnic groups; determination of effect of infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(^{13}C)Retinol isotope dilution</td>
<td>[(^{13}C)retinyl acetate; HPLC and GC/C/IRMS</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>Total exchangeable body pool of vitamin A</td>
<td>Not yet developed for a single blood sample</td>
<td>Further development of prediction equation; verification in different age groups, pregnancy and lactation, ethnic groups; determination of effect of infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)</td>
<td>[(^{14}C)retinyl acetate; accelerator mass spectrometer</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>Total exchangeable body pool of vitamin A</td>
<td>Not yet developed for a single blood sample</td>
<td>Further development of prediction equation; verification in different age groups, pregnancy and lactation, ethnic groups; determination of effect of infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical modelling</td>
<td>Isotope tracer data; HPLC and GC/MS or HPLC/MS or GC/C/IRMS or AMS</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>Assessment of vitamin A status from isotope dilution data; parameters of vitamin A metabolism; vitamin A requirements</td>
<td>Several to many blood samples required</td>
<td>Additional data from tracer labelling studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the isotope dilution method for assessing vitamin A status. Then we discuss the potential for expanding isotope dilution experiments so that sufficient data are acquired to enable the use of mathematical modelling to obtain information not only on vitamin A status, but also on other parameters related to vitamin A utilisation and dietary requirements.

The basic principle of isotope dilution is quite simple: a known quantity of tracer (radioactive or non-radioactive isotopically labelled vitamin A) is administered. The dose of labelled tracer needs to be ingested with adequate fat to ensure adequate absorption. After a suitable period for mixing of the tracer with the total-body vitamin A pool (unlabelled vitamin A, tracee), a plasma sample is taken and the ratio of tracer to tracee is measured. If the tracer (unlabelled vitamin A, tracee), a plasma sample is taken to ensure adequate absorption. After a suitable period for mixing of the tracer with the total-body vitamin A pool (unlabelled vitamin A, tracee), a plasma sample is taken and the ratio of tracer to tracee is measured. If the tracer mass is sufficiently small that it makes an insignificant contribution to the total mass, then

\[
\text{Specific activity}(1) \times \text{mass}(1) = \text{specific activity}(2) \times \text{mass}(2),
\]

where (1) refers to the tracer dose and (2) refers to the sum of tracer plus tracee after mixing.

Note that when a large dose of stable isotope-labelled ‘tracer’ is used, it makes a contribution to total mass and must be corrected for (see below); in such cases it may be argued that the labelled analogue is not a true ‘tracer’, but the principles of isotope dilution still apply and we shall maintain use of this term. (The limits of detection of the mass analyser ultimately determine the size of stable isotope dose that must be used.) Equation (1) indicates that the tracer/tracee ratio is greatest when total-body vitamin A pool size is low (vitamin A deficiency) and lowest when body pool size is large. The mathematical nature of the dilution response is such that, providentially, the greatest sensitivity is shown at the lowest amount of tracee (vitamin A deficiency). Sensitivity decreases as the amount of tracee (total-body vitamin A) increases (Fig. 1).

### Applying stable isotope dilution techniques

Application of the isotope dilution technique in practice is complicated by the fact that in most free-living humans there is continuing intake of unlabelled vitamin A from the diet during the ‘mixing period’ between dosing and sampling. This results in dilution of the tracer/tracee ratio by increasing the amount of tracee while tracer is lost via catabolism. Thus, true ‘equilibration’ of the tracer with the tracee occurs at only one time, and it happens rather early after dosing; subsequently, the tracer/tracee ratio is parallel but not equal in plasma and other pools\(^6\). This is a point which is frequently misunderstood in indicator-dilution techniques, but which must be taken into account in any model or prediction equation.

Simple mathematical models indicate that the percentage loss of tracer label to catabolism and that dilution by (unlabelled) dietary vitamin A intake will be greatest when the vitamin A pool size (tracee) is low (i.e. the tracer/tracee ratio will decrease with time). Potentially, this could result in overestimation of vitamin A pool size if sampling is carried out too long after dosing with tracer. These aspects of isotope dilution have not been appreciated until recently, and early studies often used long ‘equilibration’ times. Bausch and Rietz\(^7\) observed a lower recovery of tracer in the liver of rats with poor vitamin A status than in vitamin A-replete rats; they attributed this to poorer efficiency of absorption. Simple models of vitamin A metabolism demonstrate that tracer is lost more quickly when total vitamin A stores are smaller (i.e. when the system fractional catabolic rate is larger) (HC Furr, unpublished observations).

Comparison of the isotope dilution approach for assessment of human vitamin A status with liver vitamin A concentrations was first done in a study conducted in well-nourished adult surgical patients by Professor James Olson and colleagues at Iowa State University. Application of the simple isotope dilution equation (equation (1)) gave very poor agreement between calculated (from isotope dilution data) and measured values (from liver biopsy specimens obtained at the time of surgery). Hence, Olson developed a modified isotope dilution equation\(^8\) that is often referred to as the deuterated-retinol-dilution (DRD) technique:

\[
\text{Total-body vitamin A pool size} = F \times \text{dose} \times (S \times a \times [(H : D) - 1]),
\]

where

- \(F\) = fraction of dose absorbed and retained (estimated to be 0.5);
- \(S\) = ratio of specific activity of retinol in plasma to that in liver (estimated to be 0.65).
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\[ a = \text{correction for loss of tracer via catabolism } [a = e^{-kt}] \]

where \( k = \exp(0.693/140 \text{days}) \) and \( t = \text{days since dose} \); assumed to be time-invariant and independent of vitamin A pool size.

H-D = measured tracee/tracer ratio of plasma retinol; and

\[-1 = \text{correction for the contribution of the mass of tracer retinol to total-body vitamin A (this term is omitted when the mass of tracer is small compared with the mass of total-body vitamin A)}.

Application of this equation gave a much improved, albeit not perfect, correlation between calculated and measured stores. In a later study by Haskell et al.\(^{10}\), estimates of vitamin A pool size in Bangladeshi patients – as assessed by the DRD technique – were compared with estimates of liver vitamin A determined by direct measurement in liver biopsy specimens, obtained at the time of surgery, to determine whether the isotope dilution equation is valid in populations with low vitamin A pool sizes. A significant linear association was observed between the DRD and biopsy techniques (Fig. 2; \( r = 0.75, P < 0.0001, n = 30 \)), and the regression line did not differ from \( y = x \) (\( P = 0.09 \)). However, the 95% prediction interval for individual subjects was wide, indicating that the DRD technique does not provide a precise estimate of vitamin A pool size for individual subjects. (This interpretation is complicated by the heterogeneity of vitamin A concentrations in liver.) Nevertheless, the mean estimates of hepatic vitamin A based on the DRD and biopsy techniques were similar: 0.110 ± 0.072 mmol (range: 0.011–0.272 mmol) and 0.100 ± 0.067 mmol (range: 0.021–0.252 mmol), respectively (\( P = 0.27 \)), indicating that the isotope dilution equation provides a good quantitative estimate of total-body vitamin A for groups of subjects with low to adequate vitamin A pool sizes.

Because the test dose of isotope was administered ~10 days before surgery, it was possible to estimate values for efficiency of storage of the test dose in liver and the ratio of plasma-to-liver deuterium-labelled retinol to retinol in these patients, as described elsewhere\(^{10}\). Efficiency of storage of the test dose was estimated as 0.38 ± 0.13 (range: 0.18–0.72), which differed from the value of 0.5 that is used in the isotope dilution equation (\( P < 0.0001 \)). The mean value for the plasma-to-liver tracer/tracee ratio was estimated as 0.80 ± 0.23 (range: 0.38–1.21), which differed from the value of 0.65 that is used in the isotope dilution equation (\( P = 0.003 \)). However, the coefficients are multiplied together in the isotope dilution equation, resulting in a value of 0.325 (0.5 × 0.65, equation (2)); the resulting value for the estimated coefficients in the Bangladeshi patients of 0.304 (0.38 × 0.80) did not differ from the value of 0.325 (\( P = 0.674 \)). Thus, the coefficients that are used in the isotope dilution equation were not modified for estimating total-body vitamin A pool size in the Bangladeshi patients. In summary, the isotope dilution equation provided a good quantitative estimate of mean total-body vitamin A pool size for well-nourished surgical patients in the USA\(^9\) and for patients in Bangladesh with much lower vitamin A pool sizes\(^{10}\). Moreover, a subsequent study demonstrated that the DRD technique provides good quantitative estimates of change in vitamin A pool size in Bangladeshi adults in response to supplementation with different levels of vitamin A\(^{11}\).

To compare values of vitamin A reserves obtained by the isotope dilution procedure with values obtained by direct analysis of liver specimens from surgical patients in the two studies discussed above\(^9,10\), total-body vitamin A pool (in mmol) was converted to liver vitamin A concentrations (in \( \mu \text{mol g}^{-1} \)). Strictly speaking, total-body vitamin A pool size is greater than the liver concentration, but it is generally assumed that liver contains more than 90% of total vitamin A in the well-nourished human\(^{12,15}\). Total vitamin A (as estimated by isotope dilution) is often approximated as liver vitamin A stores. To facilitate calculations, it is assumed that the liver weight/body weight ratio varies from 0.042 in infants to 0.024 in adults\(^{15}\); the mean ratio of 0.03 has been used in older children. To define vitamin A adequacy, Olson\(^{13,15}\) estimated that a liver vitamin A concentration of at least 0.07 \( \mu \text{mol g}^{-1} \) (20 \( \mu \text{g g}^{-1} \)) would meet all physiological needs for the vitamin and would maintain a reserve for 3–4 months on low intakes or during periods of increased need due to infections and other stresses.

Applications of isotope dilution analysis to assessment of human vitamin A status

In recent years, the Olson isotope dilution equation (equation (2) or some modification of it) has been used to assess vitamin A status in a number of studies: children of pre-school age in Peru\(^{16}\); schoolchildren in China\(^{17,18}\), Nicaragua\(^{19,20}\) and the USA\(^{21}\); young adults in Bangladesh\(^{10,11,21}\) and the USA\(^{9,21}\); and older adults in Guatemala\(^{22,25}\) and the Philippines\(^{23,24}\).
To examine whether vitamin A pool size affects ‘equilibration time’, an oral dose of deuterium-labelled retinyl acetate was administered to 24 to 36-year-old Bangladeshi and 31 to 44-year-old US adults and plasma retinol kinetics were plotted versus time after dosing. ‘Equilibration time’ was estimated by fitting a biexponential equation to the observed plasma retinol kinetic data (Fig. 3) and was defined as the point at which 99% of the fraction of dose in plasma was represented by the final exponential term. The mean ‘equilibration times’ were similar for US and Bangladeshi adults: 17.5 ± 4.4 and 16.3 ± 3.9 days, respectively (n = 4 per group) (P = 0.69). Thus, in both groups, the isotope dose mixed with endogenous vitamin A within 20 days post-dose. Using the plasma isotopic ratios of deuterium-labelled retinol/retinol at 20 days post-dose and the Olson isotope dilution equation (equation (2)), mean vitamin A pool sizes were estimated for the US and Bangladeshi adults as 1.03 ± 0.45 and 0.10 ± 0.11 mmol, respectively (P < 0.01). Haskell and colleagues concluded that an oral dose of isotope mixes with endogenous vitamin A by ~20 days post-dose in adults and that ‘equilibration time’ is not affected by vitamin A pool size. Additionally, the fractional catabolic rate was estimated in these subjects as the coefficient of the final exponential term. The mean fractional catabolic rates for the US and Bangladeshi adults were 0.4% day$^{-1}$ (range: 0.1–0.7% day$^{-1}$) and 0.9% day$^{-1}$ (range: 0.5–1.2% day$^{-1}$), respectively. The fractional catabolic rate tended to be higher in the Bangladeshi subjects, but did not differ statistically from the rate for US adults or from the rate of 0.5% day$^{-1}$ that is used in the isotope dilution equation (P > 0.13). In 60- to 81-year-old elders in Guatemala, Ribaya-Mercado et al. reported that an oral dose of deuterium-labelled vitamin A mixes with the endogenous vitamin A body pool within 20 days after isotope administration. Thus, the ‘equilibration time’ for young and older adults is similar.

To determine whether the isotope dilution equation is valid for use in children, the plasma retinol kinetics of an oral dose of deuterium-labelled retinyl acetate were examined in 12- to 24-month-old Peruvian children by constructing a population-based plasma retinol kinetics curve to estimate ‘equilibration time’ and fractional catabolic rate. The isotope dose mixed with endogenous vitamin A by 8 days post-dose, and the fractional catabolic rate was estimated as 2.2% day$^{-1}$ (95% confidence interval: 1.4–3.0% day$^{-1}$) of the vitamin A pool. Vitamin A pool size was estimated for this population of children by using plasma isotopic ratios after 8 days post-dose. The Olson isotope dilution equation (equation (2)) was used, with an observed fractional catabolic rate of 2.2% day$^{-1}$ instead of the value of 0.5% day$^{-1}$ that is used for adults. The mean vitamin A pool size was estimated as 0.097 ± 0.081 mmol. When expressed as μmol g liver$^{-1}$, the estimated mean liver vitamin A concentration for this population was 0.310 ± 0.259 μmol g$^{-1}$ (median: 0.224 μmol g$^{-1}$; range: 0.051–1.24 μmol g$^{-1}$). This is within the range of values reported for liver vitamin A at autopsy for children aged 1–2 years in the USA (0.273 ± 0.150 μmol g$^{-1}$; median: 0.227 μmol g$^{-1}$; range: 0.056–0.504 μmol g$^{-1}$) and Brazil (0.120 ± 0.100 μmol g$^{-1}$; median: 0.098 μmol g$^{-1}$).

Ribaya-Mercado et al. investigated the vitamin A intakes of Filipino elders with adequate (≥0.07 μmol g liver$^{-1}$) or low (<0.07 μmol g liver$^{-1}$) liver vitamin A concentration, estimated by the DRD technique, to assess the dietary vitamin A requirements of elderly people. Mean total vitamin A intake (retinol activity equivalents (RAE)) of subjects with low estimated liver vitamin A was only about one-half of that of subjects with adequate estimated liver vitamin A. Similarly, intakes of pre-formed vitamin A, β-carotene and α-carotene were significantly higher in those with adequate than in those with low estimated liver vitamin A. Total-body vitamin A pool size correlated significantly with their dietary intakes of RAE, pre-formed vitamin A, β-carotene, fat and protein. In contrast, serum retinol concentration was unrelated to any of these dietary intakes. The investigators also found that men and women have similar vitamin A pool sizes when values are expressed per kg of body weight or per gram of liver (similar liver vitamin A concentrations). This finding is consistent with the lack of a gender difference in vitamin A content of livers obtained at autopsies as reported by Raica et al. and Hoppner et al. This application of isotope dilution calculations allowed Ribaya-Mercado et al. to estimate that an intake of dietary vitamin A of 6.45 μg RAE kg body weight$^{-1}$ is associated with adequate liver vitamin A: for a reference 76-kg man and a reference 61-kg woman, these intakes are ~500 and 400 μg RAE day$^{-1}$, respectively. Use of a short mixing time between administration of a labelled dose of retinol and blood sampling, instead of the conventional mixing time of 7–28 days, would be advantageous to increase subject compliance, decrease
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isotope dilution by dietary vitamin A and reduce loss of tracer via catabolism, thus improving the sensitivity of the assay. Studies by Adams and Green\textsuperscript{26} in rats indicated that it is possible to develop predictive equations for estimating body pools of vitamin A using an oral isotope dilution technique without the requirement of lengthy mixing of the isotope tracer with the body’s vitamin A pool. This possibility was investigated in humans by Ribaya-Mercado et al.\textsuperscript{22}, who reported a significant correlation between total-body vitamin A pool size (as estimated by the isotope dilution technique) and the ratio of deuterium-labelled retinol to retinol in serum 3 days after administration of an oral dose of deuterated retinyl acetate to Guatemalan elders. Subsequent studies in Filipino schoolchildren\textsuperscript{27} and elders\textsuperscript{25}, Chinese schoolchildren\textsuperscript{18} and Peruvian children of pre-school age\textsuperscript{15} confirmed the usefulness of the shortened isotope dilution procedure for estimating total-body vitamin A pool size. Serum deuterium-labelled retinol/retinol ratios 3 days after an oral dose of deuterated retinyl acetate correlated better with estimated total-body vitamin A pools than serum deuterium-labelled retinol/retinol ratios 6 days post-dosing with isotope in elders\textsuperscript{22}. Early measurements were compared with a 21-day reference time by Tang et al.\textsuperscript{18} in schoolchildren. There was a significant correlation between the percentage enrichments of serum retinol with deuterated retinyl acetate at 3 and 21 days post-isotope-dosing, but no correlation was seen between percentage enrichments at 6 h and 21 days after the test isotope dose. Although equations from linear regression models are available for estimating total-body vitamin A pool size with the use of serum retinol measurements. Ribaya-Mercado et al.\textsuperscript{25} have shown that the mean total-body vitamin A pool size in Guatemalan elders is about four times greater than that in Filipino elders (0.85 vs. 0.22 mmol, $P = 0.0001$), and yet the mean serum retinol concentrations for these two groups are not significantly different (1.68 vs. 1.85 $\mu$mol$^{-1}$, $P = 0.26$).

Use of isotope dilution to estimate bioconversion and bioefficacy of carotenoids

Of the over 600 carotenoids that have been identified in nature, only about 50 are precursors of vitamin A. Of these, the major provitamin A carotenoids in the human diet are $\beta$-carotene, $\alpha$-carotene and $\beta$-cryptoxanthin. The in vitro provitamin A value of these carotenoids from foods is dependent on a number of factors\textsuperscript{28} that have been characterised as bioaccessibility, bioavailability, bioconversion and bioefficacy\textsuperscript{29}. Bioaccessibility is defined as the fraction of total dietary carotenoid made available for absorption in the gut. Bioavailability is defined as the fraction of dietary carotenoid absorbed from food. Bioconversion is defined as the ratio of provitamin A absorbed. Bioefficacy is defined as the ratio of provitamin A absorbed to the total provitamin A carotenoid in the diet.

Although the theoretical yield of retinol from $\beta$-carotene is 2:1 (and 1:1 for other provitamin A carotenoids), the measured bioconversion value is usually less. Factors associated with the dietary matrix (bioaccessibility) and with absorption (bioavailability) reduce the true bioefficacy of carotenoids in foods. This issue has considerable practical importance in assessing the true vitamin A value of diets and in planning public health interventions\textsuperscript{30,31}, all the more so because of the lack of good animal models for human carotenoid metabolism. Conventional methods to estimate provitamin A carotenoid bioavailability are limited to the traditional methods of assessing vitamin A status. However, isotope dilution procedures provide a useful alternative for appraising the true provitamin A value of dietary carotenoids. An additional advantage is that they can be used to estimate provitamin A value of
carotenoids in subjects who are not vitamin A-deficient (i.e. who show no change in serum retinol concentrations after consuming carotenoid-rich foods). Three different experimental approaches can be used:

1. estimate the total-body vitamin A pool size by dilution of labelled vitamin A tracer,
2. measure the dilution of isotope label arising from extrinsically labelled β-carotene, or
3. measure the isotope incorporation into body retinol from labelled carotenoid arising from intrinsically labelled foods.

Haskell et al. compared the relative change in vitamin A pool sizes (by dilution of labelled vitamin A tracer) to estimate the vitamin A equivalency of carotenoids from several food sources in Bangladeshi men with low to adequate initial pool sizes. The β-carotene:retinol equivalence was estimated as 13:1 (μg β-carotene:μg retinol) for sweet potato, 9:5:1 for Indian spinach (Basella alba) and 6:3:1 for pure β-carotene in oil. Tang et al. measured the vitamin A pool size of Chinese school-aged children with low initial pool sizes before and after a food-based intervention using either green and yellow vegetables or light-coloured vegetables. In this study, the total-body vitamin A pools decreased in children who were fed light-coloured vegetables but remained constant in children who were fed green and yellow vegetables. The calculated β-carotene:retinol equivalence was 26.7 μg β-carotene:1 μg retinol (range 19:1 to 48:1; molar ratio 14:1 with range 10:1 to 26:1). Parker et al. measured the dilution of deuterium-labelled retinol label by carotenoids from raw carrot in individuals with adequate pool sizes and estimated a mass equivalence of 13:1 (μg β-carotene:μg retinol). Tang et al. used intrinsic labelling of food carotenoids (carrots or spinach grown hydroponically in deuterated water) and compared the isotope ratio of carotenoid-derived retinol with that of an extrinsically labelled retinol tracer in adult human subjects. Using this approach, they estimated that the retinol equivalence of β-carotene from spinach was 29.1 (μg β-carotene:μg retinol) and from carrot, 19:1 (μg β-carotene:μg retinol). This difference in equivalency of β-carotene from different plant food sources is attributed to the localisation of the carotenoid in the plant matrix. β-Carotene in spinach is located in chloroplasts, whereas β-carotene in carrots is stored in chromoplasts. The variation in the estimated bioconversion factors may perhaps be explained by the effect of initial vitamin A status of the subjects; food preparation techniques that may have resulted in provitamin A losses and/or transformation of the more bioavailable trans isomers to cis forms; and (in some cases) the presence of intestinal parasites.

Other groups have used synthetic [13C]retinol and β-carotene to determine the bioefficacy of small doses administered over time to children. van Leishout et al. analysed the faeces of children who were given an extrinsic isotopic label at the same time as pumpkin or spinach. The conclusions from the faecal analysis were consistent with those from serum analysis, that β-carotene from pumpkin is more bioavailable than that from spinach. Edwards et al. used deuterium-labelled retinyl acetate as an extrinsic reference to estimate the bioefficacy of conversion of food β-carotene to retinol.

Studies on the absorption of uniformly labelled [13C]carotenoids include those of Yao et al. on lutein and Parker et al. on β-carotene isolated from algae grown in a CO2 environment. Kelm et al. and Kurlich et al. have studied absorption and metabolism of lutein and β-carotene derived from kale labelled with 13CO2. Alternatively, intrinsically labelled foodstuffs have been prepared by growing spinach or collard greens in 2H2O.

**Technical aspects of isotope dilution analysis**

There is strong opposition to the use of radioactive isotopes as tracers in human subjects. Therefore, stable isotope labels (heavy atoms, 2H or 13C) have been used for vitamin A isotope dilution studies, and mass spectrometry is used to determine tracer/tracee ratio. The natural abundance of 13C (1.1% of total carbon atoms) necessitates that at least three, and preferably four, heavy atoms be incorporated in the tracer vitamin A molecule to avoid isotopic contribution by naturally occurring 13C. In practice, gas chromatography has been used to introduce the vitamin A to the mass spectrometer. Plasma retinol is extracted and purified by high-pressure liquid chromatography, and the retinol fraction is collected and derivatised to facilitate gas chromatography. Conventional electron-impact ionisation mass spectrometry requires relatively large amounts of tracer for satisfactory quantification of the isotope ratio in retinol in human isotope dilution studies (doses of 30 to 155 μmol in adults). Chemical ionisation mass spectrometry improves the limits of detection, allowing use of smaller doses of tracer. The newer, alternative technique of gas chromatography/combustion/isotope-ratio mass spectrometry (GC/C/IRMS) provides sensitivity at least 10 times greater than that of conventional gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. Tanumihardjo has shown that much smaller physiological doses of [15C]retinol tracer can be used effectively when GC/C/IRMS is employed for analysis; thus the mass of tracer is small enough to not perturb vitamin A metabolism in the subject.

Recently, the extremely sensitive technique of accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) has been developed for analysis of [14C]retinol. The dose necessary for tracer studies is in the μg range, and as little as 30 μl of serum is required for determination of the tracer/tracee ratio. Such small doses completely avoid problems of perturbing tracee pools of vitamin A or of introducing potentially harmful amounts of radioactivity. However, AMS is quite
expensive to implement, thus limiting its potential applications. Although the exposure to radiation is quite low (less than that of a single transcontinental flight), the use of radioactive tracers may not be acceptable for all subjects, especially young children and pregnant women.

**Extending isotope dilution analysis through mathematical modelling**

All of the isotope dilution procedures discussed above require administration of isotopically labelled retinol or provitamin A and all require collection of blood samples from study participants. Typically, the information obtained is limited to estimation of vitamin A stores; sometimes other parameters such as fractional catabolic rate or equilibration time are also calculated. If additional blood samples are obtained from subjects, it is possible to apply the techniques of model-based compartmental analysis to these studies and thus obtain other very useful information about vitamin A utilisation, dietary requirements and other aspects of whole-body vitamin A metabolism.

To develop a compartmental model for vitamin A metabolism\(^{53,54}\), a tracer (stable or radioactive) is administered to the experimental animals or human subjects, plasma samples collected over time are analysed for tracer, and data on the fraction of dose in plasma versus time are analysed using software such as the Simulation, Analysis and Modeling (SAAM) computer program\(^{55,56}\). This approach has been used to develop models of whole-body vitamin A metabolism in rats at different levels of vitamin A status\(^{57,58}\). Based on the extent of the data collected and on what is currently known about whole-body vitamin A metabolism, a compartmental description of the system can be formulated (Fig. 4). Different compartments correspond to vitamin A in different physical spaces or with differing kinetic behaviour. Compartments 1 to 4 describe the processes of absorption of the isotopic dose of vitamin A, the metabolism of retinyl esters in chylomicrons, the liver uptake of chylomicron remnants and their metabolism, and the subsequent secretion of retinol bound to retinol-binding protein from hepatocytes into plasma compartment 11. Compartments 12 and 13 are extravascular pools of vitamin A; one (compartment 12) comprises fast turning-over pools while compartment 13 includes slower turning-over vitamin A such as that in liver stores.

Figure 5 shows the plasma response curve for octadeuterated retinol over a 52-day experimental period following oral administration of octadeuterated retinyl acetate to a 67-year-old female subject studied by Tang et al.\(^{59}\) and Wang et al.\(^{60}\). After absorption was complete, the geometry of the plasma response curve was similar to that observed in rats\(^{57,58}\). The initial rapid decline in isotope ratio is due to vitamin A moving out of plasma (compartment 11) into compartments 12 and 13. As the tracer mixes in these pools, it begins to recycle to plasma, slowing down the tracer disappearance from plasma. Once mixing is complete, the plasma response profile comes into a terminal slope that is a function of the system fractional catabolic rate for vitamin A.

These data on the fraction of ingested dose of octadeuterated retinol remaining in plasma versus time were analysed using WinSAAM, the Windows version of the SAAM program\(^{56}\). Model parameters (fractional transfer coefficients, or the fraction of the pool of vitamin A per day transferred between linked compartments) were iteratively adjusted until a concordance was obtained between the observed data and model-predicted values. The fractional transfer coefficients describing movement of vitamin A among compartments for this subject are shown in Fig. 4. The fractional absorption of retinol was fixed at 72.5%. Concentrating on the post-absorptive
metabolism of retinol, the model predicts that retinol is secreted from compartment 4 (representing hepatocytes) into plasma compartment 11 at a rate of 1.43 pools day$^{-1}$. Once retinol enters plasma, it remains for approximately 2.8 h before moving into the fast turning-over extravascular compartment 12 at $\sim 4.3$ pools day$^{-1}$. Vitamin A moves into the slower turning-over compartment 13 (that includes liver stores of the vitamin) at approximately the same fractional rate. From the fast turning-over extravascular compartment 12, $\sim 1$ pool day$^{-1}$ returns to plasma. From the slower turning-over compartment 13, less than 4% of the pool day$^{-1}$ moves into compartment 11, and $\sim 2\%$ day$^{-1}$ is irreversibly lost. That is, the system fractional catabolic rate indicates that about 0.02 pools of body vitamin A are being irreversibly used each day. By knowing the plasma retinol concentration, as well as an estimate of the plasma volume, the mass of retinol in the plasma pool (5.3 $\mu$mol for this subject) can be calculated. Applying a steady-state solution using WinSAAM, estimates for compartment sizes and transfer rates as well as the total liver reserves or the total exchangeable pool of vitamin A in her body can be determined. Adding the masses for compartments 11, 12 and 13 gives an estimate of the total traced mass of 417 $\mu$mol. The vitamin A disposal rate (loss from compartment 13) was estimated to be 9 $\mu$mol day$^{-1}$ (2.6 mg day$^{-1}$) for this presumably well-nourished individual. By applying an estimate of the fractional absorption of vitamin A to this value, the daily intake of vitamin A (12.4 $\mu$mol day$^{-1}$ or 3.6 mg day$^{-1}$) can be calculated. In addition to these parameters, mean transit times (the length of time the vitamin stays on average in a particular compartment from the time of entry until the time of exit from that compartment), residence times (the total time the vitamin spends in a particular compartment from the time it first enters until it leaves irreversibly), recycling number for plasma (number of times the vitamin recycles to plasma before being irreversibly utilised) and recycling time (length of time on average before a vitamin A molecule recycles back to plasma when it leaves plasma and goes to the slower or faster turning-over extravascular pool) can be estimated.

This approach is very powerful, but it is generally not possible in humans – especially in children – to collect the number of data points required to develop such a compartmental model (27 blood samples for the model described above). However, a ‘super-child’ model can be developed by collecting samples at selected times from many individuals to make up a complete sample set; this approach has been used in rat studies$^{57}$. To illustrate the ‘super-child’ approach, data from Peruvian children of pre-school age were used$^{16}$ (Fig. 6). At 3 days after oral administration of tetradeuterated retinyl acetate, the fraction of ingested dose remaining in plasma ranged from 0.01 to 0.0001 (Fig. 6a). That is, there was a 100-fold difference depending on either variation in absorption efficiency or in the extent of the total-body vitamin A pool size. It should be possible to categorise each child as having low, moderate or high vitamin A stores based on the 3-day sample, and data could be collected at two other times from each child to create the entire dataset as shown in Fig. 6b. Then, analysis would proceed as described above to develop a composite model of vitamin A metabolism in children at three levels of vitamin A status.

In summary, much more information can be obtained from stable isotope/isotope dilution studies with vitamin A by designing the study so that enough data are collected to apply model-based compartmental analysis (either on individual subjects or in a composite of many subjects). Using model-based compartmental analysis, it is possible to develop a compartmental description of whole-body vitamin A metabolism and quantitative estimates of rates of transfer between compartments, compartment sizes, the total traced mass, the disposal rate and dietary requirement, transit and residence times, recycling times and recycling number. Even if all the data cannot be obtained from the same subject, the ‘super-child’ approach can be used to combine data from several subjects into a larger dataset for modelling. As techniques to get reliable estimates of vitamin A absorption improve, and smaller amounts of isotope can be detected as the experiment progresses, model-based compartmental analysis holds the promise of helping us learn more about vitamin A
Isotope dilution applications to vitamin A assessment

status, requirements and metabolism in humans, and about outcomes of intervention programmes.

Several years ago, James Olson\textsuperscript{1} declared that isotope dilution techniques are a wave of the future in human nutrition. At that time the isotope dilution equation had just been shown to provide a good quantitative estimate of mean total-body vitamin A pool size, both for well-nourished Americans and for Bangladeshi with much lower vitamin A pool sizes. Since then, the usefulness of a shortened isotope dilution procedure for estimating total-body vitamin A pool size has been demonstrated. Recent studies have also established that the DRD technique reveals differences in the vitamin A status of populations that may not be evident with the use of serum retinol measurements. Moreover, tracer methods can now be used to estimate the bioconversion and bioefficacy of carotenoids that is important for evaluating food-based interventions for improving vitamin A status. New and more sensitive methods that require a minute amount of serum, thereby avoiding the problems of perturbing tracee pools of vitamin A or of introducing potentially harmful amounts of radioactivity, continue to be developed. With the advent of tracer methods that can measure intervention impact, it may be possible to collect additional blood samples at different times from a relatively large number of individuals in order to build up a database. Applying the techniques of model-based compartmental analysis to this database will enable us to obtain other very useful information about vitamin A utilisation, dietary requirements and other aspects of whole-body vitamin A metabolism. Given these recent advances in mathematical modelling, in the technology of stable isotope analysis and in applications of isotope dilution, we can state that the wave of isotope dilution technology for assessment of human vitamin A status is indeed cresting.
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